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Manual therapy with or without physical medicine modalities for neck pain: a 

systematic review 

D’Sylva, J., Miller, J., Gross, A., Burnie, S.J., Goldsmith, C.H., Graham, N., 

Haines, T., Brønfort, G., Hoving, J.L. and Cervical Overview Group, 2010. 

Manual therapy with or without physical medicine modalities for neck pain: a 

systematic review. Manual therapy, 15(5), pp.415-433. 

Setting the scene:  

In this review they assessed the effect of manipulation and mobilisation, 

manipulation, mobilization and soft tissue work, and manual therapy with 

physical medicine modalities on pain, function, patient satisfaction, quality of 

life (QoL), and global perceived effect (GPE) in adults with neck pain.  

 

What did they do? 

 

They searched for randomised trials that were performed up to July 2009. 

Only 19 trials were included and they showed Moderate quality evidence 

suggested mobilisation, manipulation and soft tissue techniques decrease 

pain and improved satisfaction when compared to short wave diathermy, 

and that this treatment combination paired with advice and exercise 

produces greater improvements in GPE and satisfaction than advice and 

exercise alone for acute neck pain.  

Low quality evidence suggests a clinically important benefit favouring 

mobilisation and manipulation in pain relief, improved function and GPE for 

participants with chronic cervicogenic headache when compared to a 

control at intermediate and long term follow-up; but no difference when 

used with various physical medicine modalities. 
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Take away message: 

There is conflicting evidence when compared to physiotherapy, GP care, or 

exercise for participants with subacute/chronic neck pain with or without 

cervicogenic headache. Low quality evidence suggests no difference in 

pain relief and GPE when manipulation and mobilisation were compared to 

a detuned electrotherapy placebo in participants with subacute/chronic 

neck pain in the short-term. 
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